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HIGHLIGHTS (1-10)

1. Bone Sparrow (Zana Fraillon) 

Children’s Book Specialists
ABN 76 048 485 891
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

$19.99 $18.00

Subhi is a refugee. Born in an Australian permanent detention centre after his mother fled the violence
of a distant homeland, life behind the fences is all he has ever known. But as he grows, his imagination
gets bigger too, until it is bursting at the limits of his world. The most vivid story of all, however, is the one
that arrives one night in the form of Jimmie, a scruffy, impatient girl who appears from the other side of
the wires, and brings a notebook written by the mother she lost. Unable to read it, she relies on Subhi to
unravel her own family’s love songs and tragedies. Subhi and Jimmie might both find a way to freedom,
as their tales unfold. But not until each of them has been braver than ever before.

2. Cipher, The (John C Ford) 

$19.99 $18.00

3. Girl in the Blue Coat (Monica Hess) 

$16.99 $15.30

or 29
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Robert ‘Smiles’ Smylie is not a genius. He feels like he’s surrounded by them, though, from his software
mogul Dad to his brainy girlfriend to his oddball neighbor Ben, a math prodigy. When Ben cracks an
ancient, real-life riddle central to modern data encryption systems, he suddenly holds the power to unlock
every electronic secret in the world - and Smiles finally has a chance to prove his own worth. Smiles
hatches a plan to protect Ben from the government agents who will stop at nothing to get their hands
on his discovery.
Amsterdam, 1943 Hanneke spends her days procuring and delivering sought-after black-market goods
to paying customers, her nights hiding the true nature of her work from her concerned parents, and every
waking moment mourning her boyfriend, who was killed on the front line when the Germans invaded.
She likes to think of her illegal work as a small act of rebellion. But one day Hanneke gets a very unusual
request. One of her regular customers asks her to find a girl. A girl who has disappeared from the secret
room in her house. A Jewish girl ...As she searches for clues Hanneke is drawn into a dangerous web of
lies, secrets and mysteries. Can she find the runaway before the Nazis do?

4. Lost Sapphire, The (Belinda Murrell) 

Index
Page 1

$17.99 $16.20

Marli is staying with her dad in Melbourne, and missing her friends. Then she discovers a mystery – a
crumbling, abandoned mansion is to be returned to her family after ninety years. Marli sneaks into the
locked garden to explore, and meets Luca, a boy who has his own connection to Riversleigh. A peacock
hatbox, a box camera and a key on a velvet ribbon provide clues to what happened long ago…

5. Maralinga’s Long Shadow: Yvonne’s Story (Christobel Mattingley) $19.99 $18.00

The powerful story of Yvonne Edwards, artist and community leader, who lived on or near the Maralinga
lands, and the cost of the fall-out for herself and her family from the nuclear tests in the 1950s. Yvonne
Edwards was just six years old when the first bombs of the nuclear tests at Maralinga were detonated
in 1956. The tests continued until 1963 and their consequences profoundly affected her family and
community. This powerful book honours Yvonne Edwards’ legacy as a highly respected artist and
community elder.

6. One Would Think the Deep (Claire Zorn) 

$19.95 $17.96

7. P
 ain, My Mother, Sir Tiffy, Cyber Boy and Me
(Michael Gerard Bauer) 

$16.99 $15.30
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Sam has always had things going on in his head that no one else understands, even his Mum. And now
she’s dead, it’s worse than ever. With nothing but his skateboard and a few belongings in a garbage
bag, Sam goes to live with the strangers his Mum cut ties with seven years ago: Aunty Lorraine and
his cousins Shane and Minty. Despite the suspicion and hostility emanating from their fibro shack, Sam
reverts to his childhood habit of following Minty around and is soon surfing with Minty to cut through the
static fuzz in his head. But as the days slowly meld into one another, and ghosts from the past reappear,
Sam has to make the ultimate decision … will he sink or will he swim?

It really all started with The Pain. He officially came into my life exactly nine weeks and one day before our
Year Ten Graduation Dance. Maggie Butt is facing not only a stranger taking over her mother’s life but
her own as well, and she is not going to let that happen. But then there’s the one-eyed snaggle-toothed
cat, senior subject choices, the dream date and Cyber Boy, the geek in the library to contend with as
well. It’s going to be an interesting year.

8. Rebel, Bully, Geek, Pariah (Erin Lange) 

$16.99 $15.30

The truth is that jail is a place where you can still hold on to hope - hope you’ll be bailed out, hope you’ll
be found innocent, hope you’ll get a second chance. Four teenagers, never destined to be friends - one
rebel, one bully, one geek and one pariah, find themselves on the run from corrupt police officers in a
stolen police car. How can you prove your innocence when the people who are supposed to protect you
are the ones out to get you?

9. Trials of Apollo #1: Hidden Oracle (Rick Riordan) 

$22.99 $20.70

How do you punish an immortal? By making him human. After angering his father Zeus, the god Apollo
is cast down from Olympus. Weak and disoriented, he lands in New York City as a regular teenage boy.
Now, without his godly powers, the four-thousand-year-old deity must learn to survive in the modern
world until he can somehow find a way to regain Zeus’s favour. But Apollo has many enemies - gods,
monsters and mortals who would love to see the former Olympian permanently destroyed…

10. Unexpected Everything (Morgan Matson) 
$19.99 $18.00
Andie has a plan and she always sticks to the plan. Future? A top tier medical school. Dad? Avoid as

much as possible. Friends? Palmer, Bri, and Toby. Relationships? No one’s worth more than three weeks.
When a political scandal cancels her summer pre-med internship, it lands both her and Dad back in the
same house for the first time in years. Suddenly she’s doing things that aren’t Andie at all - working as
a dog walker, doing an epic scavenger hunt with her Dad and maybe, just maybe, letting the super cute
Clark in closer than expected.
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AUSTRALIAN FICTION (11-40)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

11. Another Night in Mullet Town (Steven Herrick) 
$19.95 $17.96
People like you and me, Jonah, we drag down the price of everything we touch. Life for Jonah and Manx
means fishing for mullet at the lake, watching their school mates party on Friday night and wishing they had the
courage to talk to Ella and Rachel. But now their lakeside town is being sold off, life doesn’t seem so simple.
Manx holds a grudge against the wealthy blow-ins from the city and Jonah just wants his parents to stop
arguing. One memorable night at the lake will change everything.
$16.99 $15.30ea
12. Australia’s Great War: 1916 (Alan Tucker) 
The ‘cooee’ call to arms takes Syd from the Mallee to the fields of France. As part of the mobile veterinary unit,
his horses are trained for war but face new and deadly weapons. Battle-weary diggers, shipped from Gallipoli and
joined by fresh recruits from home, are met by a formidable enemy at Fromelles and along the River Somme, in a
year that will be forged in legend and memory.
13. Australia’s Great War: 1914		 14. Australia’s Great War: 1915
$19.99 $18.00
15. Black (Fleur Ferris)
Ebony Marshall is in her final year of high school. Five months, two weeks and four days . . . She can’t wait to
leave the town where she’s known only as ‘Black’. Because of her name, of course, but for another reason,
too. Everyone says Black Marshall is cursed. Three of her best friends have died in tragic accidents. After
Oscar, the whispers started. Now she’s used to being on her own. It’s easier that way. But when her date for
the formal ends up in intensive care, something in quiet little Dainsfield starts to stir. Old secrets are revealed
and terrifying new dangers emerge. If only Black could put all the pieces together, she could work out who her
real enemies are. Should she run for her life, or stay and fight?
$26.99 $24.30
16. Breathing Underwater (Sophie Hardcastle)
Ben and Grace Walker are twins. Growing up in a sleepy coastal town it was inevitable they’d surf. Always
close, they hung out more than most brothers and sisters. At seventeen, Ben is a rising surf star, the golden
son and the boy all the girls fall in love with. Beside him, Grace feels like she is a mere reflection of his light.
In their last year of school, the world beckons, full of possibility. For Grace, finishing exams and kissing Harley
Matthews is just the beginning. Then, one day, the unthinkable. The sun sets at noon and suddenly everything
that was safe and predictable is lost. And everything unravels. Hardback.
$18.99 $17.10
17. Brotherband #6: Ghostfaces, The (John Flanagan) 
When the Brotherband crew are caught in a massive storm at sea, they’re blown far off course, surviving only
because they wash up on the shores of a land that isn’t on any of Hal’s maps. They’re being watched, but they
don’t know if the locals are friend or foe – until the Brotherband spring into action to rescue two children from
a marauding bear, earning the Herons the gratitude of the Mawagansett people. The peace is short-lived…
$17.99 $16.20
$17.99 $16.20
18. Outcasts #1
21. Slaves of Sorocco #4
$17.99 $16.20
22. Scorpion Mountain #5
$17.99 $16.20
19. Invaders #2
$17.99 $16.20
20. Hunters #3

23. Colours of Madeleine #3: Tangle of Gold, A (Jaclyn Moriarty) 
$19.99 $18.00ea
The Kingdom of Cello is in crisis. Princess Ko’s deception has been revealed and the Elite have taken control,
placing the Princess, Samuel and Sergio under arrest and ordering their execution. Elliot is being held captive
by the Hostiles and Colour storms are raging through the land. The Cello Wind has been silent for months.
Plans are in place to bring the remaining Royals home from the World but then all communication between
Cello and the World will cease. That means Madeleine will lose Elliot, forever. Madeleine and Elliot must solve
the mystery of Cello before it is too late.
24. Corner of White, A #1			
25. Cracks in the Kingdom #2
$12.99 $11.70ea
26. Countdown to Danger #2: Shockwave (Jack Heath) 
Will you survive or will you die? You are swimming through the ocean, trying to escape dangerous mercenaries
who have planted a bomb on the mainland. Behind you, getting closer, is the largest shark you’ve ever seen.
An explosion rips out from the shoreline and a massive wave flings you closer to the stunned shark’s open
mouth. Do you keep swimming or do you climb onto the shark’s back to ride to shore? Thirty minutes. Thirty
paths. Can you choose the path to survive?
27. Bullet Train Disaster #1
$19.99 $18.00
28. Dreaming the Enemy (David Metzenthen) 
Two young Vietnam War veterans who fought on opposing sides return home, struggling to recover from their
experience. A moving story of trauma, resilience and the challenging road to recovery.
$19.99 $18.00
29. Forgetting Foster (Dianne Touchell) 
Foster Sumner is seven years old. He likes toy soldiers, tadpole hunting, going to school and the beach. Best of
all, he likes listening to his dad’s stories. But then Foster’s dad starts forgetting things. No one is too worried at
first. Foster and Dad giggle about it. But the forgetting gets worse. And suddenly no one is laughing anymore.
A heartbreaking story about what it means to forget and to be forgotten.
$17.99 $16.20
30. Frankie (Shivaun Plozza) 
Frankie Vega is angry. Just ask the guy whose nose she broke. Or the cop investigating the burglary she
witnessed, or her cheating ex-boyfriend or her aunt who’s tired of giving second chances... When a kid shows
up claiming to be Frankie’s half brother, it opens the door to a past she doesn’t want to remember. And when
that kid goes missing, the only person willing to help is a boy with stupidly blue eyes … and secrets of his own.
$19.99 $18.00
31. Game Theory (Barry Jonsberg) 
Jamie is a sixteen-year-old maths whiz. Summerlee, his older sister, is in the grip of a wild phase. Tensions at
home run high. When Summerlee wins a 7.5-million-dollar lottery, she cuts all ties with her family. But money
can cause trouble - big trouble. And when Jamie’s younger sister Phoebe is kidnapped for a ransom, the family
faces a crisis almost too painful to bear. Jamie thinks he can use game theory - the strategy of predicting an
opponent’s actions - to get Phoebe back. But can he outfox the kidnapper? Or is he putting his own and his
sister’s life at risk?
$16.99 $15.30ea
32. My Holocaust Story #2: Within These Walls (Robyn Bavati) 
Whatever is coming, we’ll face it together, as a family. As long as we’re together, we’ll be okay. For Miri and
her family, life in Warsaw is full of simple joys. The smell of freshly baked challah, the pink flowers that bloom
in their courtyard, the promise of summer holidays, and Fridays when everyone comes together to celebrate
Shabbat. But the Nazi’s have a hold on Europe, and have stepped up their discrimination and attacks on Jews.
33. Hanna #1
2

AUSTRALIAN FICTION (11-40)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

34. One Step (Andrew Daddo) 
$19.99 $18.00
At 15, Dylan is struggling. He’s struggling with his explosive acne that has declared war on his face, struggling
with his pushy younger sister, struggling with his nagging mum and her lame and misguided attempts to
‘connect’ with him, struggling with his dad who never seems to have time for him anymore, struggling with his
retarded old phone-me-down courtesy of Hamish Banning pushing him and his iPhone off Jump Rock into the
harbour, and he’s struggling with his constant preoccupation with sex combined with his complete inability to
attract any girl. Struggling, but surviving. Ages 13+
$16.99 $15.30
35. Other Side of Summer (Emily Gale) 
Summer is trying to recover from a tragedy, but it seems impossible when her family is falling apart around her.
Having an extraordinary best friend like Mal helps a little, but Summer’s secret source of happiness is a link to
the past: one very special guitar. Now her dad’s plan to save them is turning Summer’s life upside down again.
The next thing she knows, they’ve moved to the other side of the world. In Australia, Summer makes an unlikely
friend, who seems to be magically connected to her guitar. Is this for real? Has a mysterious boy been sent to
help Summer? Or could it be the other way around? Age 13+
$19.99 $18.00
36. Special (Georgia Blain) 
Fern Marlow is alone, datawiped and in hiding. Her mobie says she’s Delia Greene, a ReCorp refuse sorter.
Every day she queues to work, to earn just enough to stay alive. Every night she dreams of the past and the life
she’s meant to be living, back at Halston, an exclusive school for those wealthy enough – or lucky enough – to
be genetically designed. Her rescuers said her former life was a lie, that she can trust no one. They also said
they’d come back for her, and they haven’t. Fern doesn’t know who to believe. To uncover the truth, and save
herself, Fern must answer the one question she can’t face. Is she special?
$19.99 $18.00
37. Special Ones, The (EM Baily) 
Esther is special. She’s different to all the other girls. That’s because she’s one of the Special Ones – four young
spiritual guides who live together in a remote farmhouse. The Special Ones are not allowed to leave, of course,
but why would they want to? They live under his protection. But Esther is pretty sure she shouldn’t be here.
She’s a fake. She has no centuries-old wisdom, no genuine advice to offer her eager followers. She’s like an
actor caught up in an endless play; she must keep up the act if she’s going to survive. Because the moment
he suspects Esther’s not who she’s meant to be, bad things will happen. And he’s watching, every moment
of the day.
$19.99 $18.00
38. Things I Didn’t Say (Kylie Fornasier) 
I hate the label Selective Mutism - as if I choose not to speak, like a kid who refuses to eat broccoli. I’ve used
up every dandelion wish since I was ten wishing for the power to speak whenever I want to. I’m starting to
wonder if there are enough dandelions. After losing her best friend that night, Piper Rhodes changes schools,
determined that her final year will be different. She will be different. Then she meets West: school captain, star
soccer player, the boy everyone talks about. Despite her fear of losing everything all over again, they fall in love
without Piper ever speaking one word to West. But can a love mapped by silence last?
$18.95 $17.06
39. Three (Justin D’Ath) 
Sixteen-year-old Sunday Balewo is next in line for the presidency of Zantuga. When his father dies, Sunday
finds himself on the run from the unlikeliest of assassins - a baboon with a bomb. Not just an action-packed
thriller, but a novel about friendship, loyalty and the value of life itself.
$18.99 $17.10
40. When Michael Met Mina (Rabda Abdel-Fattah) 
Before Mina, my life was like a completed jigsaw puzzle but Mina has pushed the puzzle onto the floor. I have to
start all over again, figuring out where the pieces go. When Michael meets Mina, they are at a rally for refugees
- standing on opposite sides. Mina fled Afghanistan with her mother via a refugee camp, a leaky boat and a
detention centre. Michael’s parents have founded a new political party called Aussie Values. They want to stop
the boats. Mina wants to stop the hate. When Mina wins a scholarship to Michael’s private school, their lives
crash together blindingly. A novel for anyone who wants to fight for love, and against injustice.

OVERSEAS FICTION (41-130)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

41. 5th Wave #3: Last Star, The (Rick Yancey) 
$19.99 $18.00ea
We’re here, then we’re gone, and that was true before they came. That’s always been true. The Others didn’t
invent death; they just perfected it. Gave death a face to put back in our face, because they knew that was
the only way to crush us. It won’t end on any continent or ocean, no mountain or plain, jungle or desert. It will
end where it began, where it had been from the beginning, on the battlefield of the last beating human heart.
42. 5th Wave, The #1		 43. Infinite Sea, The #2
$19.99 $18.00ea
44. Agent 21: End Game (Chris Ryan) 
For some time now, Zack Darke has been operating solo, in total secrecy, for a shadowy government
organisation. When his handlers are abducted by somebody with a serious personal vendetta against him,
Zak has no choice but to go after them. And heading across the world to find them - into danger like he’s never
known - is something that, this time, he cannot do alone . . .
45. Agent 21
47. Agent 21: Codebreaker
46. Agent 21: Reloaded
48. Agent 21: Deadfall
$17.99 $16.20ea
49. Arena 13:The Prey (Joseph Delany) 
Following the first year of his apprenticeship as an Arena 13 combatant, Leif seeks information from his late
father’s people. There he learns more about the man, who was the greatest arena fighter ever seen. The man
who came so close to destroying the demon Hob, but paid a terrible price for every victory. Leif returns to the
fighting floor with a renewed hunger for revenge. But can he remain focused on his training as his passion for
his master’s daughter, Kwin, grows? And will his place in his master’s greater plan help or hinder him in his
personal mission to defeat Hob in a fight to the death?
50. Arena 13 #1
3

OVERSEAS FICTION (41-130)

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

51. Bad Apple (Matt Whyman) 
$16.99 $15.30
A riotous dark comedy teeming with delightfully unacceptable behaviour. Like all good law-abiding citizens,
sixteen-year-old Maurice no longer considers going off the rails as just a teenage phase. It can only mean the
mark of a troll . . .But these trolls aren’t confined to causing trouble online: now they’re in our homes, on our
streets and have ruined life as we know it. As a rule Maurice tries to avoid trouble - until the day he crosses
paths with Wretch, a very bad apple indeed. And with tensions rising, can these two teens put their differences
aside in order to survive?
$17.99 $16.20
52. Bodyguard #4: Target (Chris Bradford) Due July 2016
Fame makes for an easy target. Ash Wild is the most successful teen rockstar in history. Millions of fans adore
him. But one fanatic wants him dead. Surf champion and top bodyguard recruit Charley Hunter is assigned
to protect the superstar on his sell-out US tour. But Ash isn’t pleased to discover his new bodyguard is a girl.
Faced with a growing number of death threats, several suspicious accidents and an unruly rockstar, Charley has
her work cut out keeping Ash alive on the tour. How will she spot a killer in a crowd of 50,000 screaming fans?
54. Ransom #2 $16.99 $15.30
55. Ambush #3 $17.99 $16.20
53. Hostage #1 $16.99 $15.30

56. Book of Pearl, The (Timothee De Fombelle) 
$19.99 $18.00
Joshua Pearl is from a world that our own no longer believes in. He knows that his great love is waiting for
him in that distant place, but he is trapped in our time. As his memories begin to fade, he discovers strange
objects, tiny fragments of a story from a long time ago. Can Joshua remember the past and believe in his own
story before his love is lost forever.
$17.99 $16.20
57. Burning (Danielle Rollins)
After three years in juvie, Angela Davis is just three months shy of release. She’ll finally see her little brother
again. And she’ll get the hell out of the pit that is Brunesfield Correctional Facility. But then Jessica arrives
...She’s young, only ten years old, and she’s brought to Brunesfield in shackles under the highest security
possible. She doesn’t speak and is placed in the segregation ward. No one knows what she did to end up
there. But there are plenty of rumours. Soon creepy things begin to happen to Angela and her friends that can
only be traced to the new girl’s arrival and it becomes clear that Jessica is more dangerous than anyone ever
expected …
$19.99 $18.00
58. Cherub Series 2 #5: New Guard (Robert Muchamore) 
Ryan Sharma is a CHERUB agent. Working undercover, he can slip under adult radar and get information
that sends criminals and terrorists to jail. Now he’s investigating a double kidnapping, working with mission
controller James Adams. In the mission to end all missions, Ryan and James must assemble a team of
legendary CHERUB agents to find the hostages and bring them home ... The last and most exciting ever title
in the bestselling CHERUB series.
$17.99 $16.20		
61. Black Friday 
$17.99 $16.20
59. People’s Republic
$17.99 $16.20		
62. Lone Wolf
$17.99 $16.20
60. Guardian Angel

63. Crown’s Game, The (Evelyn Skye) 
$19.99 $18.00
Perfect for fans of Shadow and Bone and Red Queen, The Crown’s Game is a thrilling and atmospheric
historical fantasy set in Imperial Russia about two teenagers who must compete for the right to become the
Imperial Enchanter-or die in the process-from debut author Evelyn Skye.
$19.99 $18.00
64. Demon Road: Desolation (Derek Landy) 
For a girl on the run, Desolation Hill is the perfect place to hide. Only problem? The place has other things
to hide, too… Reeling from their bloody encounter in New York City at the end of Demon Road, Amber and
Milo flee north. On their trail are the Hounds of Hell – five demonic bikers who will stop at nothing to drag their
quarries back to their unholy master. Amber and Milo’s only hope lies within Desolation Hill – a small town with
a big secret; a town with a darkness to it, where evil seeps through the very floorboards. Until, on one night
every year, it spills over onto the streets and all hell breaks loose.
$14.99 $13.50
65. Demon Road 

66. Fear Street: Can You Keep a Secret? (RL Stine) 
$16.99 $15.30
Eddie and Emmy are high school sweethearts from the wrong side of the tracks. Looking for an escape from
their dreary lives, they embark on an overnight camping trip in the Fear Street Woods with four friends. As Eddie
is carving a heart into a tree, he and Emmy discover a bag hidden in the trunk. A bag filled with hundred-dollar
bills. Thousands of them. Should they take it? Should they leave the money there? The six teens agree to leave
the bag where it is until it’s safe to use it. But when tragedy strikes Emmy’s family, the temptation to skim some
money off of the top becomes impossible to fight. There’s only one problem. When Emmy returns to the woods,
the bag of money is gone, and with it, the trust of six friends with a big secret.
$22.99 $20.70
67. Finding Audrey (Sophie Kinsella) 
Audrey can’t leave the house. she can’t even take off her dark glasses inside the house. Then her brother’s
friend Linus stumbles into her life. With his friendly, orange-slice smile and his funny notes, he starts to entice
Audrey out again - well, Starbucks is a start. And with Linus at her side, Audrey feels like she can do the things
she’d thought were too scary. Suddenly, finding her way back to the real world seems achievable. Be prepared
to laugh, dream and hope with Audrey as she learns that even when you feel like you have lost yourself, love
can still find you .
$16.99 $15.30
68. Follow Me Back (Nicci Cloke) 
The first time Aiden Kendrick hears about Lizzie Summersall’s disappearance is when the police appear at his
front door. He and Lizzie used to be friends; they aren’t anymore. And when Aiden finds out that Lizzie had been
talking to strangers on Facebook; that the police think she went to meet one of them, he begins to wonder how
well he ever really knew her, and Aiden doesn’t know it yet, but with Lizzie’s disappearance his life is about to
take a twisted and desperate turn.
$15.99 $14.40ea
69. Gemini Force #3: White Storm (MG Harris) 
Ben Carrington is a member of an elite, top-secret rescue organisation - Gemini Force. When he finds himself
and his friends in danger, Ben must compete with hostile ice and storms to pull off their most gruelling mission
yet. Impossible rescues. Maximum risk. This is Gemini Force 1.
70. Black Horizon #1		 71. Ghost Mine #2
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OVERSEAS FICTION (41-130)

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

72. Haters, The (Jesse Andrews) 
$19.99 $18.00
From New York Times bestselling author Jesse Andrews (Me And Earl and the Dying Girl) comes The Haters, a
wry and witty coming-of-age novel about encountering the world on your own terms for the first time. Wes and
Corey are convinced nothing cool can come of their lame summer at jazz camp, when along comes Ash - all
blonde hair and brash words - and cracks their world wide open. Finally, something they can’t seem to hate.
When Ash convinces them that a great musician is made on the road, the three friends flee camp and begin
an epic, hilarious road trip: The Haters 2016 Summer of Hate Tour.
73. I Am Number Four #7: United as One: Lorien Legacies
$22.99 $20.70
(Pittacus Lore) Due July 2016
The Mogadorian invasion has come to Earth, and they have all but won the battle for our planet. Their warships
loom over our most populous cities-like New York City, Tokyo, Moscow, Beijing, and New Delhi-and no army
will risk making a move against them. The Garde are all that stand in their way . . . but they are no longer alone
in this fight. Human teens from across the globe, like John Smith’s best friend, Sam Goode, have begun to
develop Legacies of their own. The Garde have always known there is power in numbers. If they can find these
new allies and join forces with them, they just might be able to win this war. The time has come for the Garde
to make their final stand.
$16.99 $15.30
$16.99 $15.30
77. Fall of Five #4 
74. I Am Number 4 #1
$16.99 $15.30
$19.99 $18.00
75. Power of Six #2
78. Revenge of Seven #5 
$16.99 $15.30
79. Fate of Ten #6 
$22.99 $20.70
76. Rise of Nine #3
80. Last Good Day of the Year, The (Jessica Warman) 
$10.99 $9.90
In the early hours of New Year’s Day, seven-year-old Samantha and her next door neighbor, Remy, watched
as a man broke into Sam’s home and lifted her younger sister, Turtle, from her sleeping bag, taking her away
forever. Remy and Sam, too afraid to intervene at the time, later identified the man as Sam’s sister Gretchen’s
much older ex-boyfriend, Steven, who is sent to prison for Turtle’s murder. Ten years later, Sam’s shattered
family returns to her childhood home in an effort to heal. As long-buried memories begin to surface, Sam
wonders if she and Remy accurately registered everything they saw. The more they re-examine the events of
that fateful night, the more questions they discover about what really happened to Turtle.
$16.99 $15.30
81. Leaving, The (Tara Altebrando) 
Eleven years ago, six five-year-olds went missing without a trace. After all that time, the people left behind
moved on, or tried to. Until today. Today five of those kids return.
$16.99 $15.30
82. Love Song (Sophia Bennett) 
Seventeen-year-old Nina doesn’t get why everyone’s obsessed with The Point - but when she averts a
backstage disaster and is offered a job on tour, she can hardly turn it down. She quickly learns that being with
the hottest band on the planet isn’t as easy as it looks: behind the scenes, the boys are on the verge of splitting
up. Tasked with keeping an eye on four gorgeous but spoiled rock stars, Nina’s determined to stick it out - and
not fall for any of them …
$18.99 $17.10
83. Lunar Chronicles: Stars Above (Marissa Meyer) 
The universe of the Lunar Chronicles holds stories - and secrets - that are wondrous, vicious, and romantic.
How did Cinder first arrive in New Beijing? How did the brooding soldier Wolf transform from young man
to killer? When did Princess Winter and the palace guard Jacin realize their destinies? Six stories - two of
which have never before been published - and an exclusive never-before-seen excerpt from Marissa Meyer’s
upcoming novel, Heartless, about the Queen of Hearts from Alice in Wonderland.
$19.99 $18.00
$19.99 $18.00
87. Winter #4 
84. Cinder #1
$19.99 $18.00
88. Fairest: Levana’s Story 
$16.99 $15.30
85. Scarlet #2
$19.99 $18.00
86. Cress #3

89. Maladapted (Richard Kurti) 
$16.99 $15.30
Cillian is the sole survivor of a devastating terrorist attack on a packed Metro train. How did he survive when
everyone else was killed? Searching for answers with the mysterious Tess, Cillian discovers that his father
has links to P8, a group of genetic scientists operating outside the laws of Foundation City. The shocking
discoveries he and Tess make at P8’s secret hospital start to make Cillian ask not who he is, but what he is.
This fast-paced thriller asks important questions about what it means to be human in the modern world, making
this an ideal book for classroom or book group discussion.
$19.99 $18.00
90. Monstrous Child, The (Francesca Simon) 
A stunning, operatic, epic drama, like no other. Meet Hel, an ordinary teenager - and goddess of the
Underworld. Why is life so unfair? Hel tries to make the best of it, creating gleaming halls in her dark kingdom
and welcoming the dead who she is forced to host for eternity. Until eternity itself is threatened.
$16.99 $15.30
91. Moonlight Dreamers (Siobham Curham) 
A inspirational, heart-warming book about four girls trying to find their place in the world. Amber craves
excitement and adventure. Instead, she’s being bullied at school for having two dads, and life at home isn’t
much better. Inspired by Oscar Wilde, Amber realizes that among the millions of people in London, there must
be others who feel the same as she does; other dreamers - moonlight dreamers. After chance encounters with
Maali, Sky and Rose, Amber soon recruits the three girls to the Moonlight Dreamers. It’s high time they started
pursuing their dreams, and how better than with the support of friends?
$16.99 $15.30
92. More of Me (Kathryn Evans) 
Teva seems normal. But at home she hides an impossible secret: 11 other Tevas. Because once a year, Teva
splits into two, leaving a younger version of herself stuck at the same age, forced to watch the new Teva taking
over her life. But at 16, Teva’s had enough. She’s going to fight for her future - even if that means fighting herself.
Imagine all your friends growing up, moving on, and you being stuck in one year of your life... More of Me is an
incredible, unforgettable story of identity, friendship, love and sacrifice.
$16.99 $15.30
93. Nightfall (Jake Halpern) 
After fourteen years of Day, comes fourteen years of Night. Don’t get left behind. On Marin’s island, sunrise
doesn’t come every twenty-four hours - it comes every twenty-eight years. Now the sun is just a sliver of light
on the horizon. The weather is turning cold. The shadows are growing long. The dark is rising. And soon it will
be Night.
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94. Once Upon a Crime Family #1: Hold Me Like a Breath (Tiffany Schmidt) 
$12.99 $11.70
An electrifying new thriller about an underground crime syndicate that saves lives . . . if you can pay the price. In
Penelope Landlow’s world, almost anything can be bought or sold. She’s the daughter of one of the three crime
families controlling the black market for organ transplants. Because of an autoimmune disorder that causes her
to bruise easily, Penny is considered too delicate to handle the family business, or even to step foot outside their
estate. All Penelope has ever wanted is independence-until she’s suddenly thrust into the dangerous world
all alone, forced to stay one step ahead of her family’s enemies. As she struggles to survive the power plays
of rival crime families, she learns dreams come with casualties, betrayal hurts worse than bruises, and there’s
nothing she won’t risk for the people she loves.
$19.99 $18.00
95. Outliers, The (Kimberly McCreight) 
Wylie hasn’t heard from her one time best friend, Cassie, in over a week. Not since their last fight. But that
doesn’t matter. Cassie’s in trouble, and it’s up to Wylie to do what she does best, save her best friend from
herself. This time it’s different though - Cassie’s texts are increasingly cryptic and scary. And instead of having
Wylie come by herself, Jasper shows up saying Cassie asked him to help. As Wylie and Jasper follow Cassie’s
bizarre trail, Wylie has a growing sense that something is REALLY wrong. What isn’t Cassie telling them? Who
is she with and what do they want from her? And could finding her be just the beginning…?
$19.99 $18.00
96. Paper Butterflies (Lisa Heathfield) 
June’s life at home with her stepmother and stepsister is a dark one - and a secret one. Not even her father
knows about it. She’s trapped like a butterfly in a net. But then she meets Blister, a boy in the woods. And in
him, June recognises the tiniest glimmer of hope that perhaps she can find a way to fly far, far away from home
and be free. Because every creature in this world deserves their freedom ...but at what price?
$24.99 $22.50
97. Raven Cycle #4: Raven King, The (Maggie Stiefvater) 
All her life, Blue has been warned that she will cause her true love’s death. She doesn’t believe in true love and
never thought this would be a problem, but as her life becomes caught up in the strange and sinister world of
the Raven Boys, she’s not so sure anymore. Hardback
98. Raven Boys #1
$19.99 $18.00
100. Blue Lily, Lily Blue #3 
$19.99 $18.00
$19.99 $18.00
99. Dream Thieves #2

101. Re-Made (Alex Scarrow)
$14.99 $13.50
Leon and his younger sister Grace have recently moved to London from New York and are struggling to settle
into their new school when news of an unidentified plague in Beijing begins to fill the news. Within a week the
virus hits London. They witness people in the streets turning to liquid before their eyes, and they run for their
lives. A month after touching earth’s atmosphere the virus has assimilated the world’s bio-mass. But Leon and
Grace are amongst a small minority of people who are immune for a reason... a reason they need to figure out
before it’s too late.
$16.99 $15.30
102. Ruined (Amy Tintera) 
Em is a princess out for revenge as she infiltrates the ruling kingdom’s royal family by pretending to be Prince
Casimir’s bride in this outstanding YA high fantasy suitable for fans of Sarah J Maas from the author of Reboot.
Emelina Flores has nothing. Her home in Ruina has been ravaged by war; her parents were killed and her sister
was kidnapped. Even though Em is only a useless Ruined - completely lacking any magic - she is determined
to get revenge.
$16.99 $15.30ea
103. Selection #5: Crown, The (Kiera Cass) 
In The Heir, a new era dawned in the world of The Selection. Twenty years have passed since America Singer
and Prince Maxon fell in love, and their daughter is the first princess to hold a Selection of her own. Eadlyn
didn’t think she would find a real partner among the Selection’s thirty-five suitors, let alone true love. But
sometimes the heart has a way of surprising you… and now Eadlyn must make a choice that feels more difficult
– and more important – than she ever expected.

104. Selection, The #1

105. Elite, The #2

106.One, The #3

108. Happily Ever After: Companion to Selection Series 

107.Heir, The #4
$14.99 $13.50

109. Seven Letter Word, A (Kim Slater) 
$16.99 $15.30
Finlay’s mother vanished two years ago. And ever since then his stutter has become almost unbearable. Bullied
at school and ignored by his father, the only way to get out the words which are bouncing around in his head
is by writing long letters to his ma which he knows she will never read, and by playing Scrabble online. But
when Finlay is befriended by an online Scrabble player called Alex, everything changes. Could it be his mother
secretly trying to contact him? Or is there something more sinister going on?
$19.99 $18.00
110. Sign of One, The (Egene Lambert) 
On Wrath, a dump-world for human outcasts, identical twins are feared. Only one will grow up human, while the
other becomes a condemned monster with ‘twisted’ blood. When sixteen-year-old Kyle is betrayed, he flees for
his life with the help of Sky, a rebel pilot with trust issues. As the hunt intensifies, Kyle soon realises that he is
no ordinary runaway. The hideous truth they discover could change the fate of Wrath and its harsh laws forever.
Their reluctant, conflicted partnership will either save them - or bring about their destruction.
$19.95 $17.96
111. Soldier Girl #1: Front Lines (Michael Grant) 
It’s 1942. The fate of the world rests on a knife’s edge, and the soldiers who can tip the balance…are girls.
Set in an alternate World War II where young women are called up to fight alongside the men, this is the story
of Rio Richlin and her sisters in arms as they go into battle against Hitler’s forces.
$16.99 $15.30
112. Sophie Someone (Hayley Long) 
Sophie Nieuwenleven is sort of English and sort of Belgian. Sophie and her family came to live in Belgium when
she was only four or five years old, but she’s fourteen now and has never been quite sure why they left England
in the first place. Then, one day, Sophie makes a startling discovery. Finally Sophie can unlock the mystery of
who she really is. This is a story about identity and confusion – and feeling so utterly freaked out that you just
can’t put it into words. But it’s also about hope. And the belief that, somehow, everything will work out OK.
$22.99 $20.70
113. Summer Days, Summer Nights (Stephanie Perkins) 
This beautiful collection features twelve gorgeously romantic stories, by some of the most talented and exciting
YA authors writing today. Includes: Leigh Bardugo, Nina LaCour, Libba Bray, Francesca Lia Block, Stephanie
Perkins, Tim Federle, Veronica Roth, Jon Skovran, Brandy Colbert, Cassandra Clare, Jennifer E Smith and Lev
Grossman.
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114. These Shallow Graves (Jennifer Donnelly) 
$16.99 $15.30
Josephine Montfort is from one of New York’s oldest, most respected, and wealthiest families. Like most well-off
girls of the Gilded Age, her future looks set - after a finishing school education, she will be favourably married
off to a handsome gentleman, after which she’ll want for nothing. But Jo has other dreams and desires that
make her long for a very different kind of future. She wants a more meaningful and exciting life: she wants to
be an investigative journalist like her heroine Nellie Bly. But when Jo’s father is found dead in his study after an
alleged accident, her life becomes far more exciting than even Jo would wish.
$19.99 $18.00
115. This is Where the World Ends (Amy Zhang) 
Janie and Micah, Micah and Janie. That’s how it’s been ever since elementary school, when Janie Vivien moved
next door. Janie says Micah is everything she is not. Where Micah is shy, Janie is outgoing. Where Micah loves
music, Janie loves art. It’s the perfect friendship-as long as no one finds out about it. But then Janie goes missing
and everything Micah thought he knew about his best friend is colored with doubt. Using a nonlinear writing style
and dual narrators, Amy Zhang masterfully reveals the circumstances surrounding Janie’s disappearance in an
astonishing second novel that will appeal to fans of Lauren Oliver and Jay Asher.
$14.99 $13.50ea
116. Urban Outlaws #4: Urban Outlaws: Counterstrike (Peter Jay Black) 
The Urban Outlaws race against the clock to infiltrate the Facility before their enemy does, in the fourth book
of this high-tech, action-packed series for fans of Robert Muchamore, Anthony Horowitz and Alex Scarrow.

117. Urban Outlaws #1

118. Urban Outlaws: Blackout #2 119. Urban Outlaws: Lockdown #3

$22.99 $20.70
120. Walls Around Us, The (Nova Ren Suma) 
The Walls Around Us is a ghostly story of suspense told in two voices - one still living and one long dead. On
the outside, there’s Violet, an eighteen-year-old ballerina days away from the life of her dreams when something
threatens to expose the shocking truth of her achievement. On the inside, within the walls of a girls’ juvenile
detention centre, there’s Amber, locked up for so long she can’t imagine freedom. Tying these two worlds
together is Orianna, who holds the key to unlocking all the girls’ darkest mysteries: What really happened on
the night Orianna stepped between Violet and her tormentors? What really happened on two strange nights at
Aurora Hills? Will Amber and Violet and Orianna ever get the justice they deserve - in this life or in another one?
$19.99 $18.00
121. We Are All Made Of Molecules (Susin Nielsen) 
Meet Stewart. He’s geeky, gifted and sees things a bit differently to most people. His mum has died and he
misses her all the more now he and Dad have moved in with Ashley and her mum. Meet Ashley. She’s popular,
cool and sees things very differently to her new family. Her dad has come out and moved out – but not far
enough. And now she has to live with a freakazoid step-brother. Stewart can’t quite fit in at his new school,
and Ashley can’t quite get used to her totally awkward home, which is now filled with some rather questionable
decor. And things are about to get a whole lot more mixed up when these two very different people attract the
attention of school hunk Jared. . .
$18.99 $17.10
122. What I Thought Was True (Huntley Fitzpatrick ) 
Gwen Castle’s biggest mistake ever, Cassidy Somers, is slumming it as a yard boy on her idyllic island this
summer. He’s a rich kid from across the bridge in Stony Bay, and she hails from a family of local fishermen and
cleaners. But then Gwen learns something new. Something unexpected. Sparks fly and secret histories unravel
in a gorgeous, restless summer where suddenly the possibilities are endless...What I Thought Was True is the
perfect guilty pleasures, holiday read - and the second title in three very collectable YA contemporary romances
by Huntley Fitzpatrick.
$17.99 $16.20
123. When We Collided (Emery Lord) 
Seventeen year old Jonah Daniels has lived in Verona Cove, California, his whole life, and only one thing has
ever changed: his father used to be alive, and now he’s not. Now Jonah must numbly take care of his family as
they reel from their tragedy. Cue next change: Vivi Alexander, new girl in town. Vivi is in love with life. A gorgeous
and unfiltered hurricane of thoughts and feelings. She seems like she’s from another planet as she transforms
Jonah’s family and changes his life. But there are always consequences when worlds collide ...
$19.99 $18.00
124. Young Bond #8: Heads You Die (Steve Cole)
James’s Cuban holiday has become a nightmare mission to save an old friend from a villain who has perfected
1,000 ways to kill. With corrupt cops and hired assassins hot on his heels, James must travel through Havana
and brave Caribbean waters to stop a countdown to mass murder. Fates will be decided with the flip of a coin.
Heads or tails. Live or die.
$16.99 $15.30
128. Hurricane Gold #4
$16.99 $15.30
125. Silverfin #1
126. Blood Fever #2
$16.99 $15.30
129. By Royal Command #5 $16.99 $15.30
127. Double or Die #3
$16.99 $15.30
130. Shoot to Kill #7
$21.99 $19.80

INFORMATION (131-143)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

131. All About Biology (Robert Winston) 
$19.99 $18.00
What makes Earth an ideal place for life to survive? Professor Robert Winston will take kids back to Earth’s
beginnings showing how organisms live and survive in All About Biology. From the very big to the microscopic,
meet the animals, plants, fungi and bacteria that play an important role in sustaining life on Earth. Packed with
colourful images, facts and stats, All About Biology introduces the features and characteristics of the six main
kingdoms of life.
$19.99 $18.00
132. All About Evolution (Robert Winston) 
Join Professor Robert Winston for an amazing look at the story of evolutionary science and the way Charles
Darwin’s revolutionary theories changed the world. Explore lands of fire, meet curious creatures, and peer
into the future, as you follow Darwin on his epic voyage in search of the origins of species. Discover how
previous thinkers believed life began and the dramatic developments since Darwin’s era. Find out how theories
developed after Darwin, with modern scientists revealing the secrets of genes and DNA and showing what lies
in the future. It’s the origins of you, your friends, and every living thing on Earth!
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133. All About Politics (Andrew Marr) 
$19.99 $18.00
All About Politics is a straight-talking guide to how politics really work. All the political structures and ideas
are covered, from ancient Greek philosophy to modern governments. Find out how different systems and
beliefs have developed, the ways in which laws are made, what happens behind the scenes in parliament, and
how you can get involved. From famous leaders to great speeches, revolutions to age-old traditions, you will
discover all about the really big political issues in the world today.
$18.99 $17.10ea
134-137. Developing World (Compilation) 
A high-end geography series that explores some of the fastest-developing countries and cities in the world and
assesses how they are dealing with the challenges of the 21st century. Topics looked at include: population
structure, the economy, environmental sustainability and the outlook for the future. Each title also features a closer
look at an individual city within the country.
134. Brazil and Rio De Janeiro 			
136. India and Mumbai
135. China and Beijing 			
137. Russia and Moscow
$24.99 $22.50
138. Guinness World Records 2016: Block Busters (Compilation) 
If you’re hungry for trending trivia, mind-blowing stats and more pop-culture records than you can shake a selfiestick at, look no further than Guinness World Records 2016: Blockbusters! Are you the world’s ultimate LEGO®
builder? Do you know all the spells from Harry Potter by heart? Think you could name the most-watched movies,
highest-charting songs or most-followed stars of the last year? Whatever rocks your world - whether it’s the
Avengers, “unboxing”, Minecraft or coding - you’ll find it all right here.
$42.99 $24.99
139. Guinness World Records 2017 (Compilation) 
The world’s best-selling annual is back and bursting with thousands of amazing new records, never-beforeseen images, fact-packed infographics and mind-boggling trivia. And as always, we have a few more surprises
in store for you... So, get ready for your yearly dose of mind-blowing feats and wonders.
$14.99 $13.50
140. Nginingawila Ngirramini: Our Story (Compilation) 
Nginingawila Ngirramini - Tiwi language for ‘Our Story’ - is a celebration of pride and a window into the lives of
nine talented, intelligent and funny teenage girls from the Tiwi Islands. In this collection of inspiring pieces, the girls
share stories about their heroes, their sacred places and the happiest moments of their lives. With an introduction
by Indigenous Literacy Foundation ambassador Dr Anita Heiss and author Pamela Freeman, Nginingawila
Ngirramini was created in Sydney as part of the ILF’s Create Initiative, a workshop program to improve literacy.
$17.99 $16.20
141. Our Stories: Protest In Australia: What Do We Want? (Sue Lawson) 
This addition to the non-fiction picture book series Our Stories is about the history of protest in Australia.
Through protest, Australians have united to fight for change and have influenced the outcome of many causes.
From human rights to the environment, this book traces Australia’s proud history of protest.
$17.99 $16.20
142. Our Stories: Sportsmanship (Net Brennan) 
Australia’s passion for sport defines us: our history, our tradition, our values, our identity. These are the stories
of the sportsmen and women whose talent stopped the nation. These are the moments when we threw our
arms in the air and cheered.
$29.99 $27.00
143. What’s Really Happening To Our Planet? (Tony Juniper) 
What’s Really Happening To Our Planet? is the only book to fully review the current state of the planet and the
way in which our unchecked human activity could change the world forever, with a perspective on what we
can do to reverse the damage. Wide ranging, heart-stopping research is distilled into one reliable and eyeopening book. What’s Really Happening To Our Planet? charts the dramatic explosion of human population and
consumption and its impact on climate change and our planet.
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